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1 Heavy waves_stone_beach_near field 1.wav Small beach under heavy waves, rolling stones, near field/distance 24 96 02:31.688

2 Heavy  waves_stone_beach_near field 2.wav Small beach under heavy waves, rolling stones, near field/distance     24 96  
02:24.242 

3 Heavy waves_stone_beach_near field 3.wav Small beach under heavy waves, rolling stones, near field/distance 24 96
03:10.218 

4 Heavy waves_stones_beach_mid field.wav Small beach under heavy waves, rolling stones, mid field/distance 24 96
07:01.187 

5
Heavy waves_stones_beach_mid field_pan 
L.wav

Small beach under heavy waves, rolling stones, mid field/distance 24 96 08:38.906

6
Mid waves_stone_beach_near field 
1_AKG.wav

Small beach under mid waves, rolling stones, presence, near 
field/distance, AKG mics  

 24 88,2 03:24.943

7 Mid waves_stone_beach_mid field.wav Small beach under mid waves, rolling stones, mid field/distance 24 88,2
01:32.693 

8
Heavy waves_long beach_stones_near field 
1.wav Long beach under heavy waves, rolling stones, near field/distance

24 96 03:53.131 
 

9
Heavy waves_long beach_stones_near field 
2.wav

Long beach under heavy waves, rolling stones, near field/distance  24  96 02:16:736

10
Heavy waves_long beach_stones_near field 
3.wav

Long beach under heavy waves, rolling stones, near field/distance  24 96
02:09:687 

11 Heavy waves_long beach_mid field.wav Long beach under heavy waves, rolling stones, mid field/distance  24   88,2  
01:03.429 

12 Heavy waves_long beach_far field.wav Long beach under heavy waves, rolling stones, far field/distance 24 96
05:40.120 

13 Heavy waves_on rocks_near field 1.wav Heavy waves, hitting rocks, near field/distance  24 96
06:08.470 

14 Heavy waves_on rocks_near field 2.wav Heavy waves, hitting rocks, near field/distance  24 96
06:01.130 



15 Heavy waves_on rocks_near field_rain 1.wav Heavy waves, hitting rocks, rain, wave splush, near field/distance  24 96
02:16.619 

16 Heavy waves_on rocks_near field_rain 2.wav
Heavy waves, hitting rocks, heavy rain, wave splush, near 
field/distance

24 96
02:34.518 

17 Heavy waves_on rocks_near field_rain 3.wav Heavy waves, hitting rocks, light rain, wave splush, near field/distance 24 96
01:30.453 

18  Heavy waves_on rocks_near field_rain 4.wav
Heavy waves, hitting rocks, heavy rain, wave splush, near 
field/distance

 24 96 
02:14.997 

19 Heavy waves_on rocks_mid field_AKG.wav Heavy waves, hitting rocks, wave splush, mid field/distance, AKG mics 24 88,2 03:03.795

20 Heavy waves_on rocks_far field 1.wav Heavy waves, hitting rocks, far field/distance 24 96 07:56.157

21 Heavy waves_on rocks_far field 2.wav Heavy waves, hitting rocks, rolling stones distant,  far field/distance 24 96 12:13.781

22
 Mid waves_on rocks_near f_water 
splush_AKG.wav

Mid waves, hitting rocks, wave splush detail, near field/distance, AKG 
mics

24 88,2 01:39.381

23
Mid waves_on rocks_near f_water 
detail_AKG.wav

Mid waves, hitting rocks, wave splush, water detail, near field/distance,
AKG mics

24 88,2 01:39.381

24 On the cliffs_near field.wav
Heavy waves, hitting 15-20m high cliffs, wave splush, rec. from above, 
near field/distance

24 88,2 02:15.245



25 On the cliffs_mid field 1.wav
Heavy waves, hitting 15-20m high cliffs, wave splush, rec. from above, 
mid field/distance 

24 88,2 03:41.042

26 On the cliffs_mid field 2.wav
Heavy waves, hitting 15-20m high cliffs, wave splush, rec. from above, 
mid field/distance 

 24 88,2 02:47.390

27 Heavy waves_mole_stones.wav
Heavy waves, hitting mole, wave splush, roling stones on mole detail, 
near field/distance 

 24 96 02:35.988

28 Tunnel_near field_splush 1.wav
Heavy waves, hitting shore, wave splush, rec. in pedestrian tunnel, 
near field/distance  

24 96 02:39.868

29 Tunnel_near field_splush 2.wav
Heavy waves, hitting shore, wave splush, rec. in pedestrian tunnel, 
near field/distance  

24 96 01:35.257

30 Tunnel_near field_splush 3.wav
Heavy waves, hitting shore, wave splush, rec. in pedestrian tunnel, 
near field/distance  

24 96 03:22.667

31 Tunnel end_far field.wav
Heavy waves, hitting shore, wave splush, rec. in pedestrian tunnel 
end-distant from sea, far field/distance  

24 96 00:53.931

32
Small port_rocking boats_ropes near field 
1.wav

Small port sounds, heavy waves on open sea, rocking boats, sounds 
of mast gear and ropes etc. near filed/distance

24 96 05:03.164

33
Small port_rocking boat_ropes near field 
2.wav

Small port sounds, heavy waves on open sea, rocking boats, sounds 
of mast gear and ropes etc. near filed/distance, traffic at 09 sec

24 96 01:14.155

34 Small port_ropes near field.wav
Small port sounds, heavy waves on open sea, rocking boats, sounds 
of mast gear and ropes detail, near filed/distance

24 96 01:50.978

35 Small port_rocking boats_near field.wav
Small port sounds, heavy waves on open sea, rocking boats, sounds 
of mast gear and ropes in background, near filed/distance

24 96 01:52.348

36 Small port_rocking boat far field.wav
Small port sounds, heavy waves on open sea, rocking boat, sounds of
mast gear and ropes in background, far filed/distance

24 96 01:08.864



37
Small port_rocking boat_ropes near 
field_SASS 2.wav

Small port sounds, heavy waves on open sea, rocking boat, sounds of
ropes detail, near filed/distance, SASS mic array, traffic far in back.

24 96 02:17.131

38
Small port_rocking boat near 
field_SASS.wav

Small port sounds, heavy waves on open sea, rocking boat, near 
filed/distance, SASS mic array, traffic far in back.

24 96 02:23:914

39
Small port_rocking boat_ropes near 
field_SASS 1.wav

Small port sounds, heavy waves on open sea, rocking boat, sounds of
ropes, chain detail, near filed/distance, SASS mic array, traffic far in 
background, very distant shouting in port

24 96 00:43:074

40
Small port_rocking boats_near 
field_SASS.wav

Small port sounds, heavy waves on open sea, rocking boats near, 
sounds of mast gear and ropes in background, near filed/distance, 
SASS mic array

24 96 04:13:269

41
Small port_rocking boats_mid 
field_SASS.wav

Small port sounds, heavy waves on open sea, rocking boats, sounds 
of mast gear and ropes in background, European robin song far in 
distance, mid filed/distance, SASS mic array

24 96 05:38:773

42  Inside boat_rain 1.wav
Inside boat in port, cabine door open, heavy waves on open sea, wave 
splush over deck, rain, near filed/distance

24 96 02:47:993

43 Inside boat_rain 2.wav
Inside boat in port, cabine door open, heavy waves on open sea, wave 
splush over deck, heavy rain, near filed/distance

24 96 00:57:388

44 On the boat_deck_rain.wav Wave splush over deck, heavy rain, near filed/distance 24 96 00:07.030


